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Online Test Plan

This plan addresses the removal of the BRSC from Online EDB Entry/Update, EDB Inquiry, and PAR Inquiry.

LOADCTL: Control Table (CTL) Initial Load

Description

This job loads the DB2 CTL database.

Verification

Verify that the job has completed normally. Verify that all tables have been successfully loaded into the data base.

LOADEDB: Employee Data Base (EDB) Initial Load

Description

This job loads the EDB database.

Verification

Verify that the job has completed normally. Verify that all tables have been successfully loaded into the data base.
**EDB Entry/Update**

**EDED**
Verify that the BRSC column (to the right of the Effective Date column) has been removed.

Verify that the BRSC help (7000 Segment Data Elements) has been removed, and that the screen-level help no longer references BRSC.

The PPPDES DES_PROTECT_IND has been set to ‘Y’ for DES_ELEM_NO = 7000 and DES_SCREEN_ID = EDED. Verify that the Effective Date is blocked from data entry on all lines. Add GTN 164 to employee 000050002, and verify that the Effective Date stays blocked from data entry on all lines.

**EFBC**
Verify that the BRSC column (to the far right of the Current Enrollments plans) has been removed.

Verify that the BRSC help (7000 Segment Data Elements) has been removed, and that the screen-level help no longer references BRSC.

**EINS**
Verify that the BRSC column (to the far right of all plans) has been removed.

Verify that the BRSC help (7000 Segment Data Elements) has been removed, and that the screen-level help no longer references BRSC; verify new help for Future Enrollment Pending.

**EGTN**
Verify that the BRSC column (to the right of the Effective Date column) has been removed.

Verify that the BRSC help (7000 Segment Data Elements) has been removed, and that the screen-level help no longer references BRSC.

Verify that, for an employee with a full screen of deductions (such as 000050002), pressing F8 (Forward), then F7 (Backward) does not shift the data down one line.

**ERET**
Verify that, for an employee with a full screen of deductions (such as 000050002), pressing F8 (Forward), then F7 (Backward) does not shift the data down one line.
**EDB Inquiry**

**IDED**

Verify that the BRSC column (to the right of the Type column) has been removed.

Verify that the BRSC help (7000 Segment Data Elements) has been removed, and that the screen-level help no longer references BRSC.

**IFBC**

Verify that the BRSC column (to the right of the Empl Cost column) has been removed.

Verify that the BRSC help (7000 Segment Data Elements) has been removed, and that the screen-level help no longer references BRSC.

Verify that the Future Enrollments Plan row labels use standard colors and highlighting.

**IFBD**

Verify that the BRSC column (to the right of the Empl Cost column) has been removed.

Verify that the BRSC help (7000 Segment Data Elements) has been removed, and that the screen-level help no longer references BRSC.

**IDED**

Verify that the BRSC column (to the right of the Group column) has been removed.

Verify that the BRSC help (7000 Segment Data Elements) has been removed, and that the screen-level help no longer references BRSC.

**IIINP**

Verify that the BRSC column (to the right of the Empl Cost column) has been removed.

Verify that the BRSC help (7000 Segment Data Elements) has been removed, and that the screen-level help no longer references BRSC; verify new help for Future Enrollment Pending and the column headers for the insurances.

Verify that the Insurance Type header line uses standard colors and highlighting.

**IINS**

Verify that the BRSC column (to the right of the Empl Cost column) has been removed.

Verify that the BRSC help (7000 Segment Data Elements) has been removed, and that the screen-level help no longer references BRSC; verify new help for Future Enrollment Pending and the column headers for the insurances.
Verify that the Insurance Type header line uses standard colors and highlighting.

**PAR Inquiry**

**IDDC**

Verify that the BUC, Rep, SHC, and DUC columns (to the right of the SSC column) have been removed.

Verify that the BRSC help (7000 Segment Data Elements) has been removed, and that the screen-level help no longer references BRSC.

**IDDN**

Verify that the BUC, Rep, SHC, and DUC columns (to the right of the SSC column) have been removed.

Verify that the BRSC help (7000 Segment Data Elements) has been removed, and that the screen-level help no longer references BRSC.